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NOTES
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100g of worsted weight
yarn
3.25mm needles, or size
needed to meet gauge
Tape measure
darning needle
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WHAT YOU’LL NEED

Section 1: 5st x 9r/“ in pattern 
Section 2: 5st x 10r/“ in garter 

Gauge: 

Note: row gauge is not crucial for
this project  

The sizes are written as 1(2, 3), with a finished length of 6.5(7.5, 8.5)”.
Choose a size that is ~2-3” smaller than your actual foot length. If in
doubt, size down. 
The slipper is worked flat, creating an L shape/three quarters of a
square. It is then folded in half and seamed.
The short edges will be the seam at the back of the heel, the long
edges will become the sole, and the corner folds in to become the toe
box. 
Leftover yarn can be used to pick up stitches around the top of the
slipper and create a cuff if desired. 

GLOSSARY

BLCO: backwards loop cast on. 

Garter: knit every row on both
the front and back side of the
piece. 

kb (knit below): insert the right
needle into the stitch from the
previous row, below the stitch
on the needle, then complete
the knit stitch as usual. 

RS: right/front side of the work. 

WS: wrong/back side of the
work. 



Setup

BLCO 45(50, 55) st, leaving a 4” tail for seaming.
K all.

Section 1

R1: sl, p, *kb, p* to last st, k. 
R2: sl, k all. 
Work R1-2 until piece measures 4(4.5, 5)”.

The first row
knitting into the

stitch below can be
a bit tricky, but
becomes much

easier after that! 
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FIRST SLIPPER

Section 2 
 
On the WS, loosely use the standard bind off for 23(25, 28)st, then k to end.
(22, 25, 27 st remain)
R3: sl, k to end. 

Work R3 until Section 2 measures 4(4.5, 5)”.



Finishing

Using the corner with the cast on tail as the centre, fold the work
diagonally in half and make sure both halves are equal. If the ends
are not the same length, keep working Section 2 until they are. 

Loosely standard BO on the RS.

Cut yarn, leaving a tail that is at least twice as long as the seaming
edge (~25-30”). 

Turn work to the wrong side, and seam the heel and then half of
the sole, pausing at the end of the second section. Fold the cast
on corner 2(2.5, 3)” in, and continue seaming the rest of the sole
and up one side of the corner you just folded. Use the tail from the
cast on to seam the other side of the corner
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Setup 
BLCO 45(50, 55) st, leaving a 4” tail for seaming.
Knit two rows. 

Work the rest of section 1 as first slipper. 

Section 2
On the RS, loosely use the standard bind off for 23(25, 28)st, then k to
end. (22, 25, 27 st remain), then work as the first slipper. 

When both halves are the same length, loosely standard BO on the WS.
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SECOND SLIPPER


